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Jennifer Post Design has been featured on the AD100 list many times

This is her second monograph

Features works at some of New York's most lavish real estate

Jennifer Post Design has been featured on the AD100 list many times

This is her second monograph

Features works at some of New York's most lavish real estateModern is the second monograph on Jennifer Post, the AD100

designer best known for her sleek white minimalist interiors

Modern is the second monograph on Jennifer Post, the AD100 designer best known for her sleek white minimalist interiors. The book

features Post’s latest and most significant projects to date – the majority of which have never been published. Working in some of New

York’s most impressive luxury buildings as well as in the Hamptons, Florida, and the Caribbean, the style of these interiors reflects a

shift in her design philosophy. As she moves away from purely monochromatic spaces and introduces more vivid colors and dark

contrasts, Post still works tirelessly to create modern lifestyles for her clients. Featuring three double-page gatefolds showcasing a few

especially jaw-dropping interiors, Modern is a reflection on her recent transformation as she looks forward to her next brilliant act.

Contents: My World; Home Sweet Home; Country Barn Chic; Caribbean Freedom; Fabulously Futuristic; World View; Classic Kahn;

Cool & Cozy; Long Island Retreat; Perfect Panorama; The Other White House; Downtown Glamour.

Jennifer Post is the mastermind and driving force behind the award-winning architecture and design firm, Jennifer Post Design Inc. For

over twenty years, she has been at the forefront of creating elegant modern, contemporary homes with a flair of sophistication sought

after by an elite clientele. Post's ability to edit living spaces down to the most essential, uncluttered luxuries has earned her and her firm

a world class reputation amongst the country's leading architects and designers.
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